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INTRO

In less than 20 years the term “Metaverse”, coined by Neal Stephenson in the Cyberpunk novel Snow Crash, has gone from being
part of the science fiction lexicon to becoming a reality under
construction that tech giants like Facebook, Apple and Microsoft
are working on.
A metaverse is a virtual reality space where users interact in the
form of avatars. This alternate reality replicates perfectly the real
world (adding some peculiarities) letting avatars, for example, buy
and sell digital goods and create economies.
Since our current world is quickly moving to digital, more and more
people are joining this new reality investing their time and energies
to build in it. Thus, many objects emerge as digital only so, as a
result to the issues of ownership and copyright, NFTs have established as global answer to the problem.
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VISION & MISSION

MIDA, leveraging this technology, creates a bridge between the
traditional art world and the expanding potential of Web 3.0. The
two realities are connected through the NFT Masterpieces, which
are not meant to be a substitute of physical copies, but rather its
alter-ego within these new virtual universes. To fullfill this duty, they
necessarily have to maintain the characteristics of their physical
counterpart: Uniqueness and Authenticity.
We offer museums and foundations, that preserve renowned artworks, a new way to enhance their value through the creation of
unique NFTs. This new opportunity will also support them in the
economic burden of preserving artistic heritage, while providing
them with a cutting-edge tool to promote, indirectly, the physical
works and the institutions that conserve them.
The NFT Masterpiece in addition to its collectible value and its use
in metaverse exhibitions, acts as a key to access a “Golden Circle”
of great art lovers, new talents and renowned critics, connecting
them in a social network for their own mutual benefit.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
0The1conditions
. to renovate the dynamics of the art market
0 3derive
.

In seguito alla pandemia di
COVID-19 i 100 musei piu
importanti hanno perso il 77%
dei loro visitatori passando dai
203 milioni nel 2019 ai
54 milioni del 2020,
riducendo drasticamente la
principale fonte di introiti di
questi enti.

from the uncertainty and flexibility that have characterized the
sector in recent years.

Incremento delle privates sales
nelle aste, scelte per la loro
riservatezza e immediatezza nel
metodo di pagamento.

Virtual platforms have favored a growth in terms of transparency
and awareness of the sector, initiating a process of change that
invites the players of the market
to experiment.
RISERVATEZZA
UN MERCATO
CRISI DEI MUSEI
E VELOCITÀ

PIÙ GIOVANE

By analyzing demand and offer for collectibles, it can be claimed
that, during 2020, some of the main trends of 2019 has seen confirCrescita della quota millennials
mation or growth, showingtra
ai buyers
strong
push for technological innovadelle aste di oggetti
da collezione, con particolare
tion.
riferimento alle aste online only,

MARKET OVERVIEW
di cui rappresentano la fascia
maggiormente in crescita.

02.

01.

03.

Following the COVID-19
pandemic, the 100 most
renowned museums lost 77% of
their visitors going from 203
million in 2019 to 54 million in
2020, drastically reducing the
main source of revenue for
these entities.

Increase of private sales in
auctions, chosen for their
conﬁdentiality and immediacy
in the method of payment.

PRIVACY AND
TRANSACTION SPEED

A YOUNGER
MARKET

Growth of the millennials share
among buyers of collectibles
auctions, with particular
reference to auctions online
only, of which they represent the
fastest growing segment.

02.
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MUSEUM CRISIS

The growth in private sales, happened between 2019 and 2020, testifies an increased desire for confidentiality and transaction speed.
Both these aspects are essential when it comes to NFTs where the
payment, made through a crypto wallet using cryptocurrencies, is
immediate.
The online-only auctions have recently conquered a large segment
of young buyers, with a recognizable and well-defined profile. Christie’s reported that 32% of new buyers in online only auctions are
between 23 and 38 years old while Sotheby’s has doubled the number of buyers under 40.
The new generation of collectors is formed by the so-called Millennials: people born between 1980 and 2000, the same age group that
represents the majority of retail investors in the crypto market.
Covid-19 and the resulting restrictions have brought down many industries, including art. Visitors to the world’s 100 busiest art museums
have dropped from 203 million in 2019, to 54 million in 2020: a 77 percent drop. 1
Less revenues translates into less money to preserve the artistic heritage, and the future forecast is a shrinking in the cultural offer.
Meanwhile, the NFT market is experiencing exponential growth, going
from a total market capitalization of 720 million at the beginning of
2021 to 5.3 billion at the end of the same year, arousing the interest
and promoting the entry into the sector of large multinationals such
as Ferrari, Gucci, Adidas, Nike, Dolce&Gabbana, Lamborghini, Disney,
Alibaba and many others.
MIDA’s purpose is to provide art institutions with the best tools to
connect these realitites in the safest and most efficient way, totally in
compliance with regulations.
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W H AT I S A N N F T ?
Uniqueness
An NFT is a non-fungible token
used as a unit of data stored
on a blockchain that certiﬁes
the uniqueness of a digital resource.

Security
Smart contracts are programs
that reside on the blockchain
and are executed deterministically by
all nodes, from the same inputs
they produce the same results;
in the case of NFTs the code
executed by these pieces of software
is actually immutable and certiﬁed,
so it excludes the risk of counterfeit.

Traceability
The NFT is embedded within
the blockchain, the decentralized
digital ledger that records every
single transaction ensuring
transparency and traceability
onto the chain.
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The largest NFT collections have millions, and in some cases billions, of trade volume.

Example of an algorithmic collection.

3

9

2

Nonostante molte collezioni siano prodotte tramite soluzioni algoritmiche i pezzi migliori possono raggiungere cifre molto rilevanti:

Although many collections are produced through algorithmic solutions, the rarest pieces
can reach relevant market value.

4

NFT utility example: DeRace is a virtual horse racing platform in which the competing
horse are NFTs.
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With the proliferation of NFT technology, many digital artists have begun
launching their collections into the major existing marketplaces, not always
providing an artistic countervalue to the speculative potential.
In doing so, a saturation of digital art content has occurred. Investors’ attention shifted away from algorithmic JPEG collections to “utility-NFT”,
being part of social or gaming ecosystems and, thus, linked to the success
of the ecosystem to which they belong.
The NFT Masterpieces created by MIDA are unique in this market thanks
to their own peculiarities such as uniqueness of each piece, universal and
transversal fame of the artworks’ creators and authenticity attested by recognized institutions from the traditional art world.

Global NFT market capitalization.

6
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PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
NFT Market

Museums and Foundations

- Scarcity of certiﬁed artworks
- Market saturated by algorithmic
collections of NFT JPEGs

- Lack of funds
- Not leveraging crypto market
capitals (2 trillions)

MIDA
- Digitization and embedding on
blockchain, with creation of NFTs
authenticated by the owner
of the physical artworks
- Auctioning of NFT Masterpiece
in the majors crypto marketplaces
remunerating the majority of the proceeds to
the right holder of the physical artwork
- Social Layer with decentralized
system of visibility based on
allocations in social SDH tokens

Emerging Artists
- Low international visibility
- Limited opportunities to meet
possible Patrons
- Centralized system of visibility
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FROM MUSEUMS
T O T H E M E T AV E R S E
Hermitage Case
The first attempt to combine these markets has been made by the State Hermitage Museum with the auctioning on Binance NFT of 5 works: ”The Madonna
and Child“ by Leonardo Da Vinci, “Judith with the head of Holofernes” by Giorgione, “Lilac Bush” by Vincent Van Gogh, “Composition VI” by Wassily Kandinsky, and “A Corner of the Garden at Montgeron” by Claude Monet.
Of the original physical work, two NFT digital copies were made in 1024 x 1024
px. format, one remaining under custody of the museum while the other was auctioned with a starting bid of $10.000 in $BUSD.
Each work was signed by the General Director of the State Hermitage Museum
Mikhail Piotrovsky in order to provide a physical certificate of authenticity to be
used in the virtual world.
At the end of the auction, the NFT artworks generated a total proceeds of
$440.000 with the highest bid of the auction going to Leonardo Da Vinci’s “The
Madonna and Child” sold for more than $150.000.
In addition to the purchase of the NFT, an exclusive NFT video of
the General Director signing the works, including the indication of the
exact time of each signature, was sent to the buyer via airdrop.
Thus, the new owner has been given the complete freedom to exhibit it for commercial or non-commercial purposes.
The Hermitage case reveals that a relevant and compatible market for this kind
of demand exists already. Therefore, MIDA represents the more structured service and the only one possessing the key attribute for value creation: Uniqueness.

Leonardo da Vinci’s “The Madonna and Child“ sold for $150.000 on Binance NFT.
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D I G I T I Z AT I O N
If the museum does not already
have the high-definition digital
format of the artwork, it is
acquired by hi-tech cameras or
3D scanners

MIDA creates two digital copies;
the resulting files are edited to
obtain a file in the desired
definition

The rights holder of the work digitally signs the copies, authenticating them

The resulting files are linked to a
$MIDA smart contract
becoming an NFT

One copy remains
at the museum for
exposition usage while the other is commercialized via
auction
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The Auction
The auction is fully managed on-chain through a dedicated smart contract, ensuring transparency, confidentiality and regularity of execution for
all parties involved. In addition to ours, NFT artworks are sold in the most
important marketplaces in the crypto space where they are most likely to
meet their admirers.
At the end of each auction, the amount obtained is deposited into our
corporate account on a centralized Exchange for conversion to Euros. It is
then moved to MIDA’s bank account, which allocates the majority of the
auction proceeds to the rights holder of the physical artwork. All fees and
expenses required for the execution are covered by MIDA.

Royalties
In addition to the proceeds from the auction of the digital NFT copy, the
Custodian earns the everlasting right to half of the 7% Royalty charged on
every trade involving each work in the secondary market.

Value Preservation Agreement
The NFT and traditional art market both rely on the same fundamentals:
authenticity and uniqueness. Therefore, it is mandatory for MIDA to guarantee these two characteristics to collectors, and above all to institutions,
whose potential income is tied to the maintenance of these two pillars. For
this reason, we demand reciprocal commitment between the company and
the Institutions, through a contract, that no other NFT copies of the same
work will be produced besides the one kept by them and the one commercialized through auction, in order to preserve the value of the works placed
on the market.
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T H E P L AT F O R M
MIDA is a multilayer art platform composed of a marketplace and a social
layer, used by five types of overlapping users.

Custodians: private foundations
and public institutions holding
masterpieces.

Privates: individuals in possession
of authenticated artworks.

Collectors: great enthusiasts determined to
acquire famous NFT masterpieces for their
private collection.

Creators: artists who take part in the
network financing their careers by selling
NFT of their physical artworks.

Seekers: holders of all sizes who seek
out and support the best Creators by
purchasing their NFT artworks.
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Ecosystem
Artworks
Payment

Marketplace

Custodians
Privates

Creators

Visibility

M

Collectors
Custodian
Seekers
Privates

Social Layer

The Marketplace is the main showcase of NFT works created by MIDA.
Here, the most exclusive pieces in the history of mankind can be found,
together with collections from other admirers. Every purchase within the
marketplace is made in $MIDA, the platform’s native token. At a later stage, users will also be able to use the platform to buy and sell their NFTs.
The Social Layer, instead, is composed of a feed aggregator, user profiles
and their posts. Users can exchange appreciation via social token received
from $MIDA Liquidity Farming: Stendhal (SDH).
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So

Each post may be subject to SDH allocation up to the amount chosen by
the user. The more a post is subject to SDH, the more visible it will be in
the aggregate feed.
Periodically SDHs are reloaded if the amount of $MIDA in stake is maintained.
The use of SDH as a social token allows the public and possible buyers to
analyze the Creator’s public in a transparent and immediate way providing
data about the number of supporters and average allocation.
Thus, MIDA becomes a decentralized launchpad for emerging artists guaranteeing a global visibility to the creators’ artworks that are difficult to be
seen otherwise.
Creators with the highest overall SDH statistics are supported and sponsored by MIDA in the launch of their collection by transforming their physical
works into digital NFT copies and taking care of their sale.
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NFT UTILITY
Collecting

Exposition

The chance to enjoy
exclusive ownership of
masterpieces that cannot
be acquired in the
physical world is an unprecedented opportunity
for collectors around the
world.

The metaverse reinforces
the novelty by providing
a new social space of fruition where the most
important private collections can be appreciated and valued.

Network

Events

To own a MIDA’s NFT
grants access to online
rendezvous in the main
metaverses and offline
events in exclusive locations where holders can
meet and connect with
like-minded people.

The NFT acts as a membership card for access to
an elite community of art
enthusiasts, professionals
and emerging artists connected through MIDA’s
network.
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PRODUCT VIABILITY
Currently, there are only three companies that operate on our same field
but with extremely different methodologies.
LaCollection is a French digital company based in Paris founded in mid
2021. In October, they partnered with the British Museum to turn works by
Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai into NFT and sell them. The sale will
run concurrently with the Hokusai: The Great Picture of Everything exhibition, which the museum opened on Sept. 30 and runs till Jan. 30, 2022.
Of the 200 physical paintings, more than 10.000 digital copies was produced through the creation of an artificial scarcity system, dividing the works
into bands of rarity dependent on the number of copies that LaCollection
has decided for the same physical copy.
The auctions carried out so far have generated significant revenues. The
Ultra Rare pieces have been sold for $45.000 while the lower rarity classes
have been sold for figures from 500 to 3000 dollars.

RARITY
Scarcity

Ultra
Rare

Super
Rare

Rare

Limited

Common

N° of copies
producted

#2

#10

#100

#1000

#10000

Rarity classes by LaCollection.

8

Despite the apparent success, their business model entails enormous criticalities, precisely in the points in which it differs the most from MIDA’s operative methodology.
LaCollection does not guarantee any kind of remuneration to the Museum
on the first sale, offering only 10% of 13% royalties on each sale involving
the art pieces in the secondary market. However, due to the lack of uniqueness and an artificial scarcity system that offers very little differentiation,
no relevant secondary market has been generated on Opensea, lowering
possible museum revenues. 9
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The second company is Cinello, an Italian company founded in the first
half of 2021. Cinello uses NFT technology to create digital multiples of
a masterpiece of art history. The digital work is reproduced in a limited
edition, certified through a physical authentication signed by Cinello and
the Museum. The painting is on a 1:1 scale exactly like the original and it’s
placed inside a frame identical to the physical copy from which the NFT is
reproduced.
Cinello’s product is physical and purchased by individuals in private auctions organized by the same company. Sales are occasional since Cinello’s
main purpose is to simplify the exchange of artwork between museums,
also allowing them to exhibit works otherwise immovable due to their state
of preservation. 10
The third company is called Particle, founded in late 2021. It acquires physical works of art and performs a “legal destruction” by handing them over
to a non-profit public trust whose sole purpose is to preserve them. A single
digital copy is made from the physical one, which is then fragmented into
10.000 pieces each corresponding to a fraction of the original painting.
It is not possible to evaluate the effectiveness of the idea as the project has
not been launched yet, so it remains unknown if the effort to democratize
the ownership of a work of art will be able to fill the void left by the impossibility of its complete fruition. 11

MIDA

LaCollection

Cinello

Common
NFT’s

Particle

• Uniqueness and natural scarcity

Yes

•

No

•

No

•

No

•

No

• Authenticity certiﬁed by institutions

Yes

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

No

• Access to 2 Trilions of crypto market

Yes

•

Yes

•

No

•

Yes

•

Yes

• Universal fame of the artwork’s creator

Yes

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

No

• Metaverse exposition and fruition

Yes

•

No

•

No

•

No

•

Yes

•

Only
Network

•

Some
of Them

• Access to online network
and offline events

• Decentralized launchpad for
talented artists

• Economic support to institutions

Yes

•

No

•

No

Yes

•

No

•

No

•

No

•

Some
of Them

High

•

Low

•

Medium

•

No

•

No
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REVENUE STREAMS

Revenue Stream
Royalties

es

on
ns

Creators’ NFT sales
Percentage
Masterpieces’
NFT sales
Percentage

E
Marketplace
fees

M
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GO TO MARKET S TRATEGY

Establish
The foundation of a sustainable project is the creation of its community.
For this purpose 3% of the total supply (100M) is allocated to the presale
round called “Midas’s Chosen” at the price of $0,075. Community members
have the opportunity to compete with each other for one of the 300 spots
through various forms of cultural and creative competitions or by inviting
other people to join the community.
-Marketing via social media, KOLs and e-mail campaigns.
-AMAs on telegram groups.
-Word of mouth among circles and art associations.
-Partnerships with other marketplaces.
-Short-spots in Unreal Engine, graphic engine of the main metaverses.

Scalability
Paintings make up only a tiny fraction of the artwork market. Photographs,
famous documents and even statues, using 3D design technologies, can be
digitized and stored on the Blockchain. With the emergence of metaverse,
the possibile applications appear limitless.
Pieces such as precious artifacts, ancient weapons and fossils are sold in
products to the metaverse’s collectors.
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TOKEN UTILITY

$MIDA is the utility token of the platform:
- In order to take part into the emerging creators’ draft users must allocate
$MIDA.
- Liquidity farming and $MIDA staking provide, in addition to APY from
$MIDA rewards, the social token STENDHAL (SDH). It will be used to bid
on creators’ posts on the social layer. SDH does not have any economic value.
- Holders vote via DAO platform with xMIDA, at the beginning to decide
the type of artworks they would like to be digitized and auctioned, so to
drive future acquisitions.
- Major liquidity providers are rewarded with airdrops of exclusive NFT
artworks of emerging Creators. Additional winners are drawn by lottery
among the remaining liquidity providers.
- Users are split into tiers and get discounts on marketplace fees and additional SDH monthly depending on the volume of $MIDA consumed on the
platform.
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
10
Team

20

18

Ecosystem
&
Development

Liquidity

$MIDA
Total Supply
100.000.000

6
Advisor

8
Seed Sale

20

3

Marketing
&
Community

Public Sale

15
Private Sale

100.000.000 tokens unlocked over 48 months*.
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TOKEN METRICS
The Private Sale will consist of Midas’s Chosen and Strategic Round.

Allocation

Seed Sale

Percentage

8%

Supply

Price

Value

Release

8.000.000

$0,055

$440.000

Unlock of 3,9583%
for 24 months after

Mida’s
Chosen

3%

3.000.000

$0,075

Strategic
Round

12%

12.000.000

$0,080

$0,1

$225.000

$960.000

Unlock of 3,8125%
for 24 months after
15% TGE
Unlock of 14,1666%
for 6 months after

Public Sale

3%

3.000.000

Team

10%

10.000.000

Unlock of 2,777%
for 36 months after

Advisor

6%

6.000.000

Unlock of 3,75%
for 24 months after

Marketing
&
Community

20%

20.000.000

Unlock of 2,6388%
for 36 months after

Ecosystem
&
Development

20%

20.000.000

Unlock of 2,6805%
for 36 months after

Liquidity

18%

18.000.000

Unlock of 3,125%
for 24 months after
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$300.000

20% TGE
Unlock of 6,6666%
for 12 months after

TECHNOLOGY USED

MIDA’s protocol consists of a set of smart contracts whose purpose is to
manage the $MIDA token and the auction mechanism.
More in detail, the MIDA’s protocol uses three smart contracts:
the first is an ERC-20 which allows the creation and management of the
fungible $MIDA token, while the second one is an ERC-721 that enables the
minting process of the NFTs created by MIDA.
The third smart contract manages auctions using a fully on-chain and decentralized system, thus acting as an impartial escrow ensuring transparency and regularity of execution to all parties involved.
All smart contracts are built using Solidity and deployed on the Ethereum
Main Network.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market Researches
Incubators Selection
Legal Documentation
Dialogue with Institutions

Q4
2021

Seed Sale
Smart Contract Development
Audit
Private Sale
Public Sale
Initial DEX Offering
First Auction
Liquidity Farming

Q1
2022
Q2
2022

• Partnership with metaverses
• First VIP events in virtual reality for NFT
owners
• First off-line VIP events for NFT owners

ROADMAP
Q3
2022

• Partnership with NFT borrow and lending
protocols
• Launch of Marketplace v1

Q4
2022
Q1
2023
Q2
2023

• First collections of MIDA’s selected Creators
• Land purchases in major metaverses
• Launch of MIDA’s mobile app for IOS and Android

• Possibility to buy $MIDA directly from the platform via
credit card
• Inauguration of MIDA’s Galleries in the main metaverses
• Launch of marketplace v2

• Launch of Beta Social Layer
• First implementation of DAO voting platform, in order to investigate the types of artworks that holders
would like to see in the marketplace (art currents, periods,
artists) to direct MIDA's acquisition priority choices
• Social Layer launch
28
• To be announced

TEAM

Gianfranco Prior
Chief Executive Officer

Luca Sciullo
Chief Technical Officer

Luca Veschetti
Chief Operating Officer

Communication specialist with
complex negotiation and high
level portfolio management
skills built up in multi-year
experience in the Luxury Real
Estate sector in Bologna and
Venice. In Blockchain since 2018,
passionate about DAO’s and
crypto-philosophy.

Phd in Computer Science and
Engineering, Expert at European Commission and post-doc
research at University of Bologna. Main research topics regard IoT, web technologies and
blockchain. Experience in the
startup ecosystem since 2017.

Master in Business Management and Finance with experience in Business Development
and Strategic Analysis for big
players in the F&B sector in
Berlin and Turin. In crypto-space since 2019, focused on supply chain traceability through
blockchain.

Andrea Pozzobon
Digital Curator

Marcella Valeri
Chief Marketing Officer

Marco Galiazzo
Chief Product Officer

Business consultant at private
Foundations and educational
background in Cultural Heritage Conservation. Multi-year
experience in museums and at
the renowned auction house
Sotheby’s in Milan. Estimator
of Deep-Tech and interested in
their possible new applications
in the cultural and museum
field.

Full-stack Marketer with previous experience in luxury companies. Visual Brand Artist,
Content Creator and SMM for
small start-ups. Bilingual Italian
and Russian, interested in the
potential of the Metaverse and
its repercussions on the social
and cultural impact.

Mechanical expert with multiple years of experience with
leading companies in television
productions and video editing.
Photography lover and shooting technologies specialist, since 2019 passionate about NFT
and 3D tech.
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TEAM

Lorenzo Gigli
Tech Lead

Tommaso Sartorato
Chief Account Executive

Davide Petrelli
Chief Financial Officer

Master Degree in Computer
Science and Engineering. Several years of experience as a
software engineer and software
architect for different companies in the context of Web and
Blockchain technologies.
Focused on the same areas in
European and national projects.

Networker with business economic background built up in the
organization of events in Milan
and in administrative roles
within companies in Northern
Italy. Active in Blockchain since 2020, with particular focus
on social application of NFT’s
technology.

Educational background in
Business Administration and
Finance and several years of
experience in Credit Management at a major made in Italy
brand in the fashion industry.
Active as an investor in the
Crypto market since 2018 with
focus on the opportunities offered by the DeFi sector.

Federico Tocanne
DeFi Expert

Riccardo Biavati
UX Designer

Crypto enthusiast and experienced investor in the blockchain
space since 2017. Early bird in
hot trends, has a serious passion for economic models and
defi platforms. Previous background in Business Management and Master in Finance
and Risk Management with
working experience on sales,
market analysis and logistics.

Master in User Experience Design at POLI.design and Lead Interaction Designer in a historic
boutique consulting firm. Has
been working in the world of
digital product and service design for almost 10 years. Struck
by the revolutionary nature of
blockchain, he’s now focused on
innovative applications in the
society.
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ADVISORS

Associated law firm
Borella-Sartorato
Legal Advisor
Specialized in offering legal assistance and consulting services in civil,
administrative and criminal matters,
it avails itself of highly experienced
personnel with twenty years in the
field.

Marco Tonon
Cultural Institution
Relations Advisor
In his 50-year career, Marco Tonon
has been Professor of Museology at
the University of Padua and Director
of the Museums of Pordenone and
Brescia. He was a forerunner of current innovation in his decade-long
effort to digitize the cultural heritage as president of AVICOM, the
International Committee of Museums
for New Light and Sound Technologies. Currently Vice President of the
Administrative Board of Mazzotti
Foundation.

Instant Advisory
Tax Expert

Chainlab
Incubator

Tax and financial consulting firm specialized in new online businesses. CEO
of Instant Advisory and leader of Instant Advisory’s team of consultants,
Alberto Barbagallo, a certified public
accountant and auditor, has been in
the tax and business consulting industry
for twenty years.

ChainLab is an innovative Italian
startup specialized in consulting and
services built on blockchain including specific training for companies,
implementation of crypto payment
system, NFTs and smart contract
development.

Enrico Renosto
Institutional Relations Advisor

Fabrizio Renzi
Business Developer Advisor

Administrative and commercial consultant, Brand Ambassador and communication manager for important
construction companies.
Expert in national and international
relations with government agencies
and structures thanks to the activities carried out at ministerial secretariats.

Fabrizio Renzi is a Tech Industry
veteran with 30 years experience as
Director of Research Technology and
Innovation for IBM Italy, Central Eastern Europe, Middle East and Africa. In 2019 he founded the RnBGate
group to actively connect research
and technological innovation to the
world of business and Museums.
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DISCLAIMER

The present document is dedicated for marketing purposes only, meaning it is not intended to be
legally binding and is delivered “as is”.
Nothing in this document shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort, or an invitation,
or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering, invitation, or solicitation of an offer to purchase any security, ownership right, stake, share, future revenue, company
participation, or other equivalent rights in any jurisdiction.
Information in this document also does not constitute a recommendation by any person to purchase tokens, currencies, or any other cryptographic assets; neither the Issuer has authorized any person to provide any recommendations of such kind.
Forward-looking statements
Observations contained in this document may constitute forward-looking statements or speak of
future events or plans. Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown
risks and uncertainties, which may cause occurring events to be different.
Errors, inaccuracies, or omissions may also occur in any such statements or information. Accordingly, no reliance szhould be placed on any such forward-looking statements or information, and all
Issuer liabilities are disclaimed.
Taxes
As the platform economy is based on an internal $MIDA coin that has no other monetary value
outside the platform, no taxes are applicable to $MIDA (MIDA) holders. However, if a holder
of a $MIDA chooses to sell his or her coins for fiat or digital currency, the token holder may be
subjected to taxation, depending on the jurisdiction of residence. MIDA bears no responsibility for
any tax issues arising from the surrendering of $MIDA on a secondary market.
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